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Abstract: In recent years, returning farms are attracting attention as a new way of life from urbanites who are about to retire. Returning farming means that the population living in the city leaves the city and continues a new form of life in rural areas. In other words, the fever of returning farming and returning villages is increasing, and the present is called the era of returning farming. As interest in returning farms increases, it is essential to provide accurate information for a successful return to farming life. Therefore, in this paper, a set of returned farmers database was constructed to provide information related to returning farmers with improved reliability and accuracy. To this end, personal characteristic information of returnees and local environmental information were linked. In addition, a set of databases for returning farmers was constructed using population movement statistics and agricultural management database. In this paper, data necessary for service development were selected and collected. In addition, a total of three types of service scenarios were created according to the type of use of returnees, and information on customized policy projects for returnees were constructed. Finally, an exploratory analysis of the collected data was conducted. In other words, refinement work was carried out to build the utilized database set, and the database set was constructed according to the purpose of use. As a result, the agricultural support information and the agricultural management body database were used based on the basic characteristic information of the returnees to provide selective customized information and establish a database set to improve reliability. Through this, it is possible to provide a customized service for anyone interested in returning to farming to easily access the farming information database set and obtain related information.
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1. Introduction

In the 1980s, when the industrialization era began, the phenomenon of de-ruralization occurred and the concentration of the population in the city was caused, and the socialization problem began to emerge. Currently, the urban population is causing de-urbanization, and the number of returning farmers is increasing. Despite the advantages of convenient urban life, cultural facilities, educational conditions, convenient residential environment, convenient transportation, and customized infrastructure, the number of returning farmers is increasing every year. Since the end of the 2000s, the number of returning homes and homes has been increasing rapidly. In 2008, economic activities in cities became difficult after the financial crisis, and baby boomers started to retire in earnest, and the government's support policy for returning to farming and returning to villages became an important factor[1].

Returned farmers and returnees have the potential as innovative talents in agriculture and rural areas. The growth rate of the young returnees in their 40s (43.0%) is higher than that of the total returnees (37.5%), which tends to spread to non-baby boomers. In addition, returnees have career experiences in various fields. In terms of job classification, self-employed workers were the most, followed by office workers, administrative, managerial, technical, and technical workers. In terms of industry classification, manufacturing was the most, followed by construction, sewage/environment, education, publishing/broadcasting, finance, and public administration[2-3]. Compared to the 516,817 people in 2017, this is a decrease of 26,487 people. In particular, the number of returnees decreased for two consecutive years. There is also an analysis that the enthusiasm for returning farms and villages has peaked and has entered a downward trend. The number of the noble village population also decreased significantly. The number of returnees in 2018 was 472,474. It decreased by 5% compared to 497,187 in 2017. These phenomena are analyzed as a result of not being able to settle in a new life due to returning farms or returning villages, or as a result of such fear. In the end, it is indispensable to provide accurate information necessary for returnees and villagers, and provide highly reliable customized information for returnees[4].

The reasons for returning to farming by urban residents are various factors such as government policy encouraging return to farming, suitability of residence given by the farmland, environmental factors, future economic prospects, and lifelong jobs without retirement. Because of these factors, young people and retirees are making a decision to return to farming. However, people who practiced returning to farming with vague expectations and fantasies often fail to adapt to rural life due to a realistic sense of gap. In addition, due to the lack of understanding of the natives, there are many cases where a conflict with local residents makes it
impossible to live a successful return to farming and regrets returning to farming[5-6].

More than 10,000 households generate demand for return to farming every year, but related information is still insufficient during the preparation for return to farming. As interest in returning farms increases, it is essential to provide accurate information for a successful return to farming life. Therefore, in this paper, a set of returned farmers database was constructed to provide information related to returning farmers with improved reliability and accuracy. To this end, personal characteristic information of returnees and local environmental information were linked. In addition, a set of databases for returning farmers was constructed using population movement statistics and agricultural management database.

To this end, data necessary for service development were selected and collected. In addition, a total of three types of service scenarios were created according to the type of use of returnees, and information on customized policy projects for returnees were constructed. Finally, an exploratory analysis of the collected data was conducted. In other words, refinement work was carried out to build the utilized database set, and the database set was constructed according to the purpose of use. As a result, the agricultural support information and the agricultural management body database were used based on the basic characteristic information of the returnees to provide selective customized information and establish a database set to improve reliability.

2. Existing research analysis

As the social phenomenon of de-urbanization and the government's policy on returning to farms widen, the number of returnees is increasing. Various service models related to returning to farming have been developed and utilized to enrich life for such population movement. However, in the case of existing research and service models related to farming, many problems have been raised. In the case of information service related to cultivated items for returnees, when users select cultivated items and comparative items, comparative information on the number of farm households, area, facility area, road area, self-cultivation area, and lease area is provided for the item. However, there is a problem in which it is difficult to find the meaning of providing the information[7].

In the case of information for information on agricultural and forestry projects, even if there is a change in the age, cultivation scale, and item of the input item, errors often occur in that agricultural and forestry projects are guided around similar projects. This is because the list is prioritized, focusing on projects with a larger support size than the purpose of applying for policy projects. At least 40 guided agricultural and forestry projects are provided, which is fading the meaning of customized support policy services. In addition, it is difficult to understand clear standards for payment and related businesses, causing confusion among users. In the case of agricultural and forestry project guide, there are many errors in the amount of support, and details that are difficult to understand in the qualification requirements are described. In addition, in the case of agriculture and forestry projects, most of the applications are applied through local governments, but the contact information of the person in charge of the Ministry of Agriculture and Food is listed instead of the person in charge of the local government, causing a lot of inconvenience. Among the problems of existing studies, there is a limitation that the differences in recommended results according to gender and age are not significantly different. To improve this, it is necessary to reflect factors that improve the discrimination and suitability of the recommendation results. In other words, to improve demographic characteristics, factors related to the characteristics of returning to farming, such as single-person households, couples, couples and children, themselves and children, and couples and parents, should be reflected. In addition, it is necessary to ensure discrimination and suitability by reflecting the type of furniture when returning home to the recommendation logic[8-10].

Second, when selecting a desired crop, a variety can be selected, but if there is no farming experience or knowledge about the crop, there is a limit to the difficulty in selecting a variety. In order to improve this, it is necessary to provide detailed information on the variety, such as farming skills and knowledge about crops required when selecting a variety. Third, there is a limitation in that the criteria for recommendation logic are ambiguous when recommending regions for desired crops. In order to improve this, when recommending a region, a standard for recommendation logic is required. That is, it is necessary to design a model that reflects the factors that users focus on among the factors that determine the region. It is necessary to develop a model that gives high weight to the factors that users focus on when choosing a region, such as the major regions where returnee farmers cultivate desired crops and regions where many returnee farmers of similar age group migrate[11].

In addition, there is a limitation in that the provision of detailed information on the desired region and crop is insufficient. In addition, there is a problem in that only simple information about crops and regions entered by the user is provided. As another problem, there is a limitation in providing information on the major crops of early farmers and the migration route of returnees based on their current residence. To improve this, it is necessary to design a model with different weights for the two factors when selecting a desired crop and a desired region. In addition, after searching for patterns using data mining techniques, it is necessary to provide
3. Data grouping and validation

In this paper, a set of returned farmers database was constructed to solve the problems raised in the existing farming information service model. In other words, in order to provide information related to returning farming with improved reliability and accuracy, a set of database of returning farming persons was finally constructed by using three types of information related to returning farming. To this end, a set of databases required to implement a service model for providing information necessary for returning farms was established by linking each other's personal characteristic information, regional environment information, population movement statistics, and agricultural management database.

For data utilization and design, by examining the current status of the classification of farmer groups in existing services, it was used as a basis for judging the succession of the existing method or the application of a new classification method when establishing a group of farmers to provide policy beneficiary information of similar agricultural management entities. To this end, through three approaches, we verified and analyzed the current status of the farming group typing of the existing service.

① Analysis of application progress of farmer grouping type of existing service
② Verification that detailed DB is established according to the criteria and purpose of grouping of farmers
③ Verification that the result value is displayed according to the results of the grouping of farmers

First, the application progress of the existing service to the farmer grouping type was analyzed. To this end, the criteria for the classification of farmers were set based on a total of 14 items such as cultivation area (total, item, type, ownership, etc.), age, and item. Of these, values ranging from 8 to 64 sections were set. The criterion for setting the section value aimed to derive and apply the optimal number of sections in which the number of farmers can be uniformly distributed for each section. The section value with the smallest deviation rate of the average number of farmers between each section was applied. Recently, restructuring (scaling, specialization, etc.) is underway due to other business closures or leave of absence, such as the aging of farmers, but the management scale of most farmers is still concentrated on small and medium-sized enterprises. Therefore, it is necessary to reexamine the method of categorizing farmers focusing on uniform distribution. Figure 1 shows the distribution map of the existing types of farmers. As shown in Figure 1, the classification of farmers centered on the even distribution is not applied, showing an extreme left-biased distribution map. In other words, it is necessary to apply the method of grouping farmers based on an understanding of the characteristics of agricultural cultivation area.

![Figure 1 Existing farmer type distribution map](image)

Second, it is necessary to verify detailed DB related to farmer grouping types. To verify the detailed DB, the existing DB for two items (apples and pears) was constructed according to the original purpose, and farmers verified the distribution status according to the set section value. As a result of verifying the apple item, as a result of verifying the distribution of farmers according to the set section value, it was confirmed that the section value was incorrectly set, such as 69.1% of apple cultivation farmers in the 23 section. In addition, the cultivation area section was widely distributed (23 sections), resulting in an error in the results. For example, when the age group, which is one of the group variables for the classification of farmers, was merged with condition (AND), there were cases where farmers did not exist or only a few exist under certain conditions. As for the result of verifying the pear item, it was confirmed that the section value was incorrectly set, such as 20.9% of pear farmers in the 23 section, like apples. In other words, under certain conditions, there were cases where there were no farmers or only a few farmers existed. Figure 2 shows the detailed DB verification results for the grouping of farmers by item for apples and pears.
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Finally, the expression of the result value according to the result of the grouping type of farmers was verified. In 2017, conditions were controlled (existing service inquiry, existing DB), and input information such as cultivation area and age for a specific item was changed, and the number of beneficiaries of the policy expressed and the number of farmers in the DB were compared. As a result of comparing the information displayed by changing the cultivation area and age of three items (apples, pears, rice), the result value reflects the established section information such as the cultivation area, rather than expressing information on the beneficiary policy of similar agricultural management entities. In addition, it was analyzed that relevant information is provided only on the basis of items.

4. Database set implementation

In this paper, a data-based service input model for returnees was implemented to analyze the problems of existing services and improve them so that they can settle their new life. To this end, a database set for returnee farmers was established to provide customized policy and support information with improved reliability. In other words, a set of returned farmers database was established by linking population movement statistics and agricultural management database based on personal characteristics of returnees and regional environmental information. Figure 3 shows the three input information databases that were used in connection to build a database set for returnees.

In order to provide policy business information according to similar management entity policy business information and user selection conditions, it was constructed so that the agricultural management entity registration number inquiry method, keyword search method, and condition search method input information can be classified. In addition, it was designed to change the DB used according to the usage behavior of the returnees. In other words, the DB used to provide policy information varies according to the three usage methods, and the DB configuration for this can be established as a core database set of the returning farm support service model. Table 1 shows the mechanism of results provided according to the input information.
Table 1 Mechanism for providing results according to the type of input information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input information</th>
<th>Mechanism for providing results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural management registration number</td>
<td>① Providing information on policy projects that management entities similar to users have received based on registration information of agricultural management entities (item, area, age, farming experience)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyword search</td>
<td>② Display matching policy support projects through index search</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition search</td>
<td>③ Display of matching policy support projects through search for personal information of users by farmers, corporations, and non-farmers and conditions for specific items ④ Based on user personal information, providing policy business information to which business entities similar to users have benefited</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To build a database set for returning farmers to implement customized return policy and support information provision service model, the process was divided into three stages. First is the data selection and collection stage. In the data selection and collection stage, data necessary for service development is selected and collected. In other words, it is the step of defining and collecting collected data to configure DB suitable for basic service concept.

Second is the service scenario configuration step. In the service scenario configuration stage, a total of three types of service scenarios were created according to the type of use of returnees. Through this, it is the step of providing customized policy and support information for returnees. At this time, the generated scenario is an agricultural management entity registration number input, keyword search, and condition search. In-out information structuring according to the service scenario created in the service scenario configuration stage was also carried out.

Third is the step of building a database set using data purification and model. In the stage of data purification and database set construction using models, exploratory analysis was conducted on the collected data. In addition, refinement work was carried out to establish the utilization DB set, and finally, a returnee database set was constructed according to the purpose of utilization. At this time, the established database set includes a farming activity-based support project information service DB, a customized policy project DB, and a farmer tangible DB. Figure 4 shows the configuration diagram of the returnee database set that will be finally used as a service model.
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5. Conclusion

The number of returning farmers is gradually increasing due to the boom generation retirement full swing, rural life diverse life pursuit, traffic development accessibility increase. This phenomenon of returning to farming creates social benefits, and contributes to rural aging problems comprehensive development of rural regions. The government has also been recognizing the importance of the society given by the return to farming, and has been promoting since 2009 farmland and housing purchase funds loans, education, information provision various supports measures. However, there are still only a few success stories. These phenomena were analyzed as having difficulties in establishing successful return to farming due to economic instability, lack of local information, and insufficient farming experience. Therefore, there is a need to support stable returning to farming by supplementing government policies and support and providing reliable information.

Therefore, in this paper, a set of returned farmers database was constructed to provide information related to returning farmers with improved reliability and accuracy. To this end, personal characteristic information of returnees and local environmental information were linked. In addition, a set of databases for returning farmers was constructed using population movement statistics and agricultural management database. In this paper, data necessary for service development were selected and collected. In addition, a total of three types of service scenarios were created according to the type of use of returnees, and information on customized policy projects for returnees were constructed. Finally, an exploratory analysis of the collected data was conducted. In other words, refinement work was carried out to build the utilized database set, and the database set was constructed according to the purpose of use. As a result, the agricultural support information and the agricultural management body database were used based on the basic characteristic information of the returnees to provide selective customized information and establish a database set to improve reliability.
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